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Abstract—Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling can provide
substantial energy savings but is limited by SRAM since some
cells will fail at very low voltages. Due to process variation effects,
a small subset of SRAM cells will be more sensitive to voltage
reduction, requiring increased margins and limiting energy
savings. Since large arrays like caches are most vulnerable to cell
failures, recent proposals suggest disabling failing portions of the
cache to enable low voltage operation. Although such approaches
save power, energy reduction is limited because reducing the
effective cache size increases program runtimes. In this paper,
we present iPatch, a solution to regain this lost performance and
enable energy savings by exploiting the redundancy inherent in
superscalar processors. By relying on existing microarchitectural
structures and mechanisms to “patch” the faulty parts of caches,
we enable further energy reduction with minimal overhead and
complexity. Furthermore, because no critical paths or circuits are
affected by our implementation, there is no impact on normalvoltage operation. For high cell failure rates, our results show
significant energy savings with iPatch as well as an 18% reduction
in energy-delay product compared to prior work.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the increasing prevalence of mobile technology, processor power and energy consumption remains an important
concern. When high performance is required, techniques such
as aggressive clock and power gating can be employed to
reduce power. When performance is not crucial, dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) can provide further
energy savings, since power scales quadratically with supply
voltage. If the voltage is reduced too much, however, storage
elements such as SRAM cells may begin to fail. To avoid
such failures, Vmin must be set appropriately high, limiting
potential power savings. Vmin must be further increased due
to process variations, since parameter fluctuations cause some
cells to fail at higher voltages than others [1].
A number of solutions have been devised to work
around this voltage scaling limitation. For instance, ARM’s
big.LITTLE design takes an architectural approach by incorporating both a wide out-of-order core and a smaller, lowerperforming core [2]. Although Vmin is set high enough for
both cores to guarantee that no SRAM cells will malfunction,
the smaller core consumes less power because it is less
complex. When the DVFS mechanism can no longer reduce
the voltage of the big core, work is migrated to the smaller
core while power-gating the big core. Although effective, this
scheme has some obvious inefficiencies due to the need for a
second core and the migration overhead.

Ideally, similar savings could be achieved with a single
non-heterogeneous processor if Vmin could be further reduced
while ensuring functional correctness. Without using robust
SRAM cells that are less area and power efficient, such a
design must be capable of correctly handling some SRAM
cell failures at low voltages. For large structures that are less
latency-sensitive such as L2 and L3 caches, stronger (and
higher-latency) error correcting codes (ECC) can be deployed,
or more complicated word-substitution approaches can be
used to consolidate fault-free words into usable lines [3], [4].
A different solution is required for the L1, however, where
high-latency error correcting codes or complex schemes are
less feasible. Although the simplest L1 solution is to disable
faulty cache lines with failing cells, the resulting increase in
program execution time would nullify any potential energy
savings from lowering the voltage. Recent work proposes finegrained disabling of subblocks within each cache line, thereby
increasing usable cache space [5]. Even with this mechanism,
the increase in L2 accesses at aggressively low voltages
degrades performance, negating potential energy savings.
In this paper, we propose exploiting the redundancy inherent
in standard superscalar structures, allowing us to use existing
mechanisms to occlude failing cells. For example, a block with
the same address could be simultaneously held by the store
queue, L1 data cache, and L2 cache. Standard superscalar
mechanisms will forward the data from only one of the
structures, however. Our approach, which we call iPatch, intelligently manages special patch entries in structures like the
micro-op cache, MSHR buffers, and store queue, to proactively
avoid requests to faulty L1 subblocks, since these must be
forwarded to the L2. This significantly reduces performance
degradation due to disabled subblocks and unlocks additional
energy savings at low voltages. Because iPatch relies primarily
on existing hardware and mechanisms, implementation is noninvasive and requires little departure from modern out-oforder processor designs. This paper includes the following
contributions:
•
•
•

Discussion of an approach to patch failing cells in the instruction cache using micro-op cache entries and MSHRs;
Presentation of an analogous approach to patch the data
cache using store queue entries and MSHRs;
Analysis of the energy and performance benefits of iPatch
compared to prior work.
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(b) Robust 8T SRAM cell.

Fig. 1: SRAM cell comparision. While less likely to fail due
to voltage scaling, the 8T cell requires more area and reduces
array density.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the trade-offs of prior proposals for tolerating
failing SRAM cells in caches and motivates our proposal.
Section III presents the iPatch approach patching failing cells
in L1 caches. Section IV details simulation methodology and
results showing the energy and performance benefits of iPatch
when operating at low voltages. Finally, Section V concludes
the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
Modern processors employ a hierarchy of storage structures
to keep the most relevant data close to the execution logic so
it can be accessed quickly. These structures, including large
instruction and data caches, comprise a significant and growing
amount of architectural state and die area. Given the large
number of storage cells and the increasing impact of process
variations as technology scales, it is important to employ
techniques that can tolerate or prevent failing cells to enable
low voltage operation for energy and power savings.
A. Circuit-Level Solutions
Traditional 6-transistor SRAM cells like the one in Figure 1a
are carefully designed to prevent unintended state changes on
reads while allowing intentional writes. Due to this delicate
balance, process variations can cause cells to fail in two
primary ways [6]. To read the value in the cell, the bitlines
(BL) are precharged. When the wordline (WL) is activated,
one of the bitlines will start to discharge through an access
transistor (X0 or X1). If noise on this bitline exceeds the trip
point of the inverter (due to Vth variation), a read failure can
occur in which the cell flips. Likewise, a write failure occurs
if a write operation is unable to toggle the cell when a voltage
differential is applied to the bitlines. This can happen if a pullup transistor (e.g. P0) is stronger than the access transistor (e.g.
X0), keeping the node from being discharged. These failures
become much more prevalent as the supply voltage is lowered.

Fig. 2: Relationship between cell failure rate and block failure
rate for different block sizes. A block is considered faulty
when it has one or more faulty cells.
One way to address this problem is through circuit-level
approaches that modify the cell design. For instance, a robust
8-transistor SRAM cell like the one in Figure 1b can be
used, which adds an explicit read bitline and wordline to
decouple read operations from write operations and avoid
accidental read upsets [7]. Though stability is enhanced, the
modified cell reduces SRAM density due to the extra devices
and wires required [8]. To reduce the overhead of using
robust cells, some proposals suggest hybrid cache architectures
that integrate different cells, though this increases design
complexity [9], [10]. For large array structures such as caches
where the overhead of 8T cells is expensive, a lower overhead
solution is desirable.
B. Architectural Solutions
Because process variation effects determine which cells fail
at low voltages, the same cells are always unreliable for a given
chip and voltage. Therefore, post-fabrication testing can be
used to locate unreliable cells, enabling architectural solutions
to work around the failures and guarantee correctness. The
most straightforward architectural approach to dealing with
faulty cells is to disable all entries in a structure that contain
at least one failing cell. In the case of caches, this can
mean disabling cache lines and consequentially reducing the
number of ways in the affected sets, as proposed in [11].
Although this approach is effective at moderate failure rates,
at lower voltages with more failures it can significantly reduce
cache capacity and therefore degrade performance and energy
efficiency. To better tolerate many failures, strong ECC could
be used, but this is not an ideal solution for L1 caches due to
increased latency and the read-modify-write operation required
for partial writes.
Much prior work aims to extract high performance from
partially faulty SRAM arrays by exploiting the fact that the
failure rate of larger blocks of cells is much higher than that
of smaller blocks. In other words, it is more likely that one or
more cells will fail in a 64-byte block than a 16-byte block.
Figure 2 shows the block failure rate for different block sizes
and cell failure rates. To take advantage of the lower failure
rate of smaller block sizes, prior work divides cache lines
into smaller subblocks that can be individually disabled. The

C. Subblock Disabling
This section discusses the subblock-disable technique in
greater detail, since we use it as our baseline [5]. In this
technique, the disabled subblocks within a line simply become
inaccessible, so a valid copy of this data must be kept in the
L2. A fault map containing a disable bit per L1 subblock is
required to track whether or not each subblock is disabled
(due to unreliable cells) at the current operating voltage. Postfabrication testing can determine which cells will fail due
to process variation effects at each voltage. After a voltage
change, the fault map for each L1 line can be updated
accordingly.
In subblock-disable, read and write operations are handled
normally as long as they access the non-disabled portions of
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remaining valid subblocks can be merged into fault-free lines
or used in a way that enables functional correctness.
In the word-disable approach proposed by Wilkerson et al.,
each word in a line can be individually disabled [6]. The faultfree words from two adjacent lines are then combined to form
a single functional line. This approach, while guaranteeing
functional correctness, cuts the cache capacity in half. The
authors also propose a similar scheme that sacrifices 25%
of the cache capacity to hold pointers and values to fix
individual bits. These fixed reductions in cache capacity reduce
performance and therefore increase energy consumption, even
at moderate failure rates. To avoid this high cache space reduction, ZerehCache and its follow-on Archipelago attempt to
more efficiently combine faulty lines to form usable lines [4],
[12]. The Archipelago approach divides the cache into groups
called islands, each of which contains a sacrificial word-line
that can be used to repair the other lines in the group.
If too much of the L1 cache is disabled, performance can
be degraded. To compensate for this effect, some approaches
suggest adding cache assist structures such as buffers or victim
caches [11], [13]–[15]. In the RVC approach, cache lines are
disabled but replaced with victim cache entries in order to
provide performance guarantees in a real-time system [15].
The authors also suggest an alternative in which existing
buffers are enlarged, allowing the extra entries to be used as
replacements for faulty lines. Although this idea bears some
similarity to one of our iPatch mechanisms, iPatch does not
require adding buffers or enlarging existing buffers and can
support higher failure rates.
The subblock-disable approach is a simple solution that
disables bad subblocks without the complexity of merging
good subblocks into full lines [5]. Since this approach can degrade performance if many subblocks are disabled, prior work
suggests reordering data subblocks before they are written to
the cache such that more useful data will not map to disabled
subblocks [16]. The authors suggest a hybrid approach using
subblock reordering, a fault-free fill buffer, victim caches, and
modified prefetching to reduce the performance impact of
false hits. These changes add complexity and overhead to the
subblock-disable approach, motivating our proposal of iPatch
as a simpler and effective alternative.
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Fig. 3: Maximum store queue and data cache MSHR usage
over time when executing bzip2.
each cache line. Accesses to disabled subblocks are treated
similarly to misses and must access the L2, since these
requests cannot be serviced by the L1. These accesses are
called false hits, since there is a tag match in the L1 (just like a
hit) but the data must be retrieved from the L2. Since too many
disabled subblocks in a hot cache set could produce performance outliers, we implement the performance predictability
mechanism from [5] in which the L1 address-to-set mappings
are periodically changed (after flushing the L1). This approach
significantly reduces the performance variation across chips,
with the flushing/remapping happening infrequently enough
that performance is not affected.
One of the main advantages of the subblock-disable approach is its simplicity. It incurs low overhead while making
the maximum amount of cache space available, while many of
the substitution-based approaches may have “wasted” storage.
In addition, modification of the critical L1 datapath is minimal, meaning that there will be few complications in highperformance mode with no failing cells thanks to a higher
supply voltage. At lower voltages with higher cell failure rates,
however, the increase in the number of disabled subblocks
can significantly degrade performance due to additional false
hits. This effect imposes a limit on subblock-disable’s energysaving potential, since despite the lower voltage, execution
time will increase. With simplicity in mind and to enable a
wide range of operating voltages, we show that when building
on the subblock-disable approach, our iPatch solution is able
to significantly reduce subblock-disable’s false hit rate at
low voltages by using hardware already common in modern
superscalar designs. By improving performance in this manner,
we are able to extend energy savings to lower voltages.
III. FAULT O CCLUSION WITH I PATCH
Modern processors rely on a hierarchy of caches and
buffers to significantly reduce the data load-to-use latency
and ensure functional correctness. Such structures include data
and instruction caches, store queues, fill buffers, and microop caches. In this work, we observe that data redundancy
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Fig. 4: Processor front-end with fault patching additions. In order of preference, instructions are read in decoded form from
the micro-op cache or undecoded from the L1 MSHRs or L1 instruction cache. The false hit logic tracks faulty sections of
the cache and forces a miss (false hit) if the front-end tries to access these subblocks.
naturally exists across these units. For example, a block with
the same address could be simultaneously held by the store
queue, data cache, and L2 cache, though some copies might
be dirty. Even if the data is identical across all of these
elements, a load need only be serviced by one of them.
Consider a case in which there is a single failing bit cell
in the data cache. If a load to the associated address is
forwarded from the store queue, the faulty cell will not be
read and correctness is guaranteed. A similar scenario can
occur when the processor front-end reads an instruction from
a small micro-op cache instead of accessing the L1 instruction
cache. The iPatch approach proposed in this work intelligently
exploits this patching mechanism whereby a fault-free unit
services the request, thereby occluding an L1 cache fault from
the processor core. Buffers such as the store queue (SQ) and
miss-status handling registers (MSHRs) that can produce this
patching effect are small and therefore inexpensive to protect
with robust cells that are less likely to fail at low voltages. With
a mechanism to compensate for failing cache cells, large cache
arrays can be designed with dense 6T cells while enabling low
voltage operation.
For the remainder of this paper, we make a distinction
between patch and non-patch entries in various buffers and
structures. A patch entry is one in which the subblock in
the cache that corresponds to the data address is disabled.
A non-patch entry’s data, on the other hand, is valid in the
L1 and can be read without triggering a false hit. Due to
the benefits of patch entries over non-patch entries, iPatch
attempts to create and promote patch entries when possible.
One additional observation inspires our solution. We note that
most buffers that can hold patch entries are not fully utilized
all of the time. As an example of fluctuating resource use over
time, Figure 3 shows the maximum number of allocated store
queue entries and MSHRs while executing bzip2. During the
phases in which resources usage is lower, iPatch can repurpose
the unused entries as patches.
The remainder of this section discusses each of the patching
mechanisms in detail. We begin by discussing how to patch
the instruction cache, since instruction fetch latency is critical
to performance. In this case, patching is accomplished using

micro-op cache entries and MSHR entries. Similarly, we can
patch the d-cache with SQ entries as well as MSHRs. Finally,
we discuss how to best combine these approaches.
A. Patching with decoded micro-ops
Many modern processors employ micro-op caches or buffers
that are very effective at saving fetch and decode power
through clock gating. As shown in Figure 4, decoded microops will be read from the micro-op cache if they are present.
On a micro-op cache miss, instructions are read from the icache or its associated MSHR buffers. After they are decoded,
the instructions are saved to the micro-op cache for later use.
For our purposes, if an instruction fetch hits in the microop cache, the micro-op cache entry may act as a patch for
the instruction cache, since the instruction cache will not be
accessed. Since not all parts of the i-cache will always be
patched, the false hit detection logic shown in the figure keeps
a fault map (bit vector) to track the disabled subblocks in each
line and forces a miss if the front-end tries to access one, just
as in the subblock-disable approach.
In the iPatch implementation, when the fetch stage reads
instructions from the i-cache, the i-cache also provides a
fault pattern of the disabled subblocks within the block of
instructions read. If the size of the instruction block requested
is less than or equal to the i-cache subblock size, the fault
pattern is simply a single bit indicating whether the data being
provided is mapped to a disabled subblock. If this is the case,
the instruction data will have been read from the L2 or an
i-cache MSHR buffer. In either case, the cache management
logic determines the current or destination way in the i-cache
and is able to forward the associated fault pattern. Using this
fault pattern information, the decoder can track which microops are derived from disabled i-cache subblocks. When these
micro-ops are written into the micro-op cache, the destination
entry is then designated as a patch entry using an extra perentry patch bit.
With the extra bit to indicate which micro-op cache entries
are patches, we can modify the replacement policy to favor
keeping these entries. This modified policy must be carefully
chosen, since the micro-op cache can provide both energy and

performance benefits. If we only allowed patch entries in the
micro-op cache, for instance, both of these areas could be
negatively affected. As the performance penalty of false hits
(and, by proxy, energy) rises at higher cell failure rates, the
importance of retaining patches increases. Thus, our approach
attempts to find a balance between the number of patch
entries and non-patch entries. We accomplish this using a
patch threshold parameter that indicates the target percentage
of patch entries in each µop cache set. If the number of patch
entries falls below the threshold, the replacement decision
favors replacing a non-patch entry. If the number of patch
entries exceeds the threshold, the replacement decision (e.g.
LRU) is made without any modification. The patch threshold
can be tuned for optimal performance at each voltage point
and its associated cell failure rate.
B. Patching with MSHRs
Each cache is equipped with a number of miss status
handling registers (MSHRs), as depicted in Figure 4. MSHRs
are used to track outstanding misses that must be serviced
from a lower-level cache or memory. They allow non-blocking
memory requests by storing the information needed to continue the operation once the data is available. Each MSHR
has an associated fill buffer entry to hold the data before it
is written into the cache. Since cache line data may not be
furnished by the lower-level cache all at once, each MSHR
contains valid bits to track which subblocks are currently valid
in the associated fill buffer. Once all subblocks are valid, the
line is written into the cache from the buffer and the MSHR
is freed. For best performance, MSHRs are able to service
loads from partially accumulated cache blocks or blocks that
have not yet been written to the cache. A load will check its
address against the block address stored by the MSHR to see
whether the data required is currently valid in the buffer. On
a match, the load can be serviced directly from the fill buffer.
Otherwise, the load misses, allocating a new MSHR or adding
itself to an existing MSHR.
iPatch takes advantage of the ability to service loads from
MSHRs in order to use MSHRs as patches for faulty lines in
the cache. Unlike the µop cache implementation in which a
patch entry patches only part of a cache line, an MSHR can
be used to patch an entire cache line. This approach is highly
efficient, therefore, in the case of cache lines with multiple
disabled subblocks.
To allow intelligent patch management decisions, iPatch
augments each MSHR with a patch bit and a reference bit,
as shown in Figure 5. The patch bit indicates whether or not
each entry is a patch. The reference bit is set when a load
is serviced from the MSHR, and allows iPatch to find a notrecently-used patch entry to invalidate in case a new MSHR
is needed but the buffer is full. The reference bits of all patch
entries are reset if all patches have been referenced.
To use MSHRs as patches, we simply keep the entries and
data valid after a cache miss/fill is complete. On a cache miss,
an MSHR is allocated to track the request status. Once the
entire cache line has been accumulated by the MSHR, it is
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Fig. 5: MSHR patching illustration. For lines with many
disabled blocks, a duplicate fault-free copy can be retained
in an MSHR to service loads.

written into the cache, as usual. Instead of being freed, the
MSHR entry is retained and its patch bit is set to denote that
it is not actively tracking an outstanding request. As depicted
in Figure 5, a copy of the same block is now present in both
the MSHR and the cache. In this scenario, iPatch requires that
a load hit in an MSHR will take precedence over a cache hit
so that as many loads as possible will be serviced from MSHR
buffers, avoiding disabled cache subblocks.
Because MSHRs are retained after they would normally be
deallocated, with the iPatch approach, more MSHRs are in use
at any given time. We carefully select our patch management
policy to guarantee that it will not reduce performance or cause
deadlock. Because the data from patch entries has already been
written into the cache, a patch entry can simply be invalidated
if all MSHRs are in use and the cache needs to allocate an
MSHR to handle a new miss. In this scenario, the MSHR
patch to overwrite is selected using the previously-mentioned
reference bits. Once the patch MSHR is overwritten, the
copy of the line in the cache is now unpatched, exposing
its missing subblocks to the execution core. By taking this
approach of keeping entries longer than usual but immediately
invalidating them as necessary, iPatch does not reduce the
number of MSHRs available to handle misses compared to
a system without iPatch. Since the cache never blocks due
to patch entries, performance is not reduced. We note that
the MSHR patching approach can be applied to any cache,
including L1 data and instruction caches, as well as other
levels. Furthermore, no performance penalty is incurred in L1
caches, since data can be supplied from the fill buffers with
the same latency as the cache.
We also invalidate patch entries when a line with an MSHR
patch is written to. Because the L1 cannot write directly
into its own MSHRs without an additional write port, the fill
buffer data no longer matches the cache after a write, so the
patch must be invalidated for correctness. A more aggressive
incarnation could also reset the MSHR subblock valid bits
depending on which section of the line was written (although
we did not implement this). In either case, this policy does
not impact the i-cache, since there are no writes to cause this
invalidation.
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Fig. 6: Load/store hardware with fault patching additions. On an address match, loads are serviced from (in order of preference)
either the store queue, the L1 MSHRs, or the L1 data cache. The false hit logic tracks faulty sections of the cache and forces
a miss (false hit) if a load tries to access these subblocks.
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C. Patching with SQ entries
The load and store queues in an out-of-order processor allow
memory instructions to be executed out of order while maintaining program-order dependencies. They are also responsible
for managing and squashing speculative memory accesses, if
necessary. The store queue holds pending stores that have not
yet been written to the data cache. Each load instruction is
assigned a store color corresponding to the most recent store
instruction (in program order). Using its store color, a load
checks the store queue for older stores to the same address.
If a match is found, data is forwarded from the matching SQ
entry.
Just as we can use µop cache entries to patch the icache, we can use store queue entries to patch the d-cache by
exploiting the store-to-load forwarding mechanism. Figure 7
demonstrates how a store queue entry can act as a patch for
faults in the data cache. The highlighted data exists in both
the data cache and the store queue due to a store that has
not yet completed. As shown, the cache copy overlaps with
a faulty subblock and cannot not be reliably read from the
cache without an L2 access. Since loads to that address will
be forwarded from the store queue, however, the disabled L1
subblock is no longer a concern.
A store is considered to be completed after its data is written
to the d-cache. In most designs, these completed stores are then
removed from the SQ. For iPatch, we modify this behavior
and keep some completed stores in the queue. Normally, there
would not be much utility in keeping such entries after they
are written back due to the equivalent latency for store-to-load
forwarding and data cache accesses, since the structures are
searched in parallel. For iPatch, however, keeping completed
stores provides considerable benefit if these entries are patches.
Furthermore, allowing completed SQ entries does not degrade
performance or cause deadlock, since if a new SQ entry
must be allocated, a completed entry can immediately be
invalidated. Because allowing completed store queue entries
implies having multiple copies of the same data, the store
queue is kept coherent with the rest of the cache hierarchy.
By allowing completed stores in the store queue, some parts
of the data cache will be patched as a side effect. Relying
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Fig. 7: Illustration of using a store queue entry to patch a faulty
cache subblock. Loads to the highlighted block are serviced
from the store queue and not the partially faulty copy in the
cache.
solely on this natural patching, however, does not provide
maximum benefit. Depending on the SQ implementation,
iPatch can be more proactive about keeping and creating
patch entries. Although the store queue is traditionally implemented as a circular buffer, prior work has developed
practical approaches to managing SQ entries in an unordered
fashion [17], [18]. Unordered store queue management allows
late entry allocation, reducing the pressure on the queue
and enabling larger instruction windows. This technique also
benefits weakly-ordered ISAs (our evaluation uses ARM)
by allowing a unified SQ from which completed stores to
non-overlapping addresses can be removed out of order. For
optimal efficiency, iPatch can benefit from unordered SQ
management by removing completed non-patch entries out
of order while allowing patch entries to be persistent. An
alternative to a unified store queue that still benefits from outof-order store write-back could combine a circular store buffer
with an additional unordered committed store buffer. In this
implementation, iPatch can still perform aggressive d-cache
patching by managing completed entries in the committed
store buffer.
With an unordered store queue, we can aggressively insert
patches into the store queue as lines are loaded into the L1

D. Putting it all together
We have presented two iPatch techniques that can be
combined in both the d-cache and the i-cache. In the i-cache,
µop cache patching can be combined with MSHR patching.
Likewise, in the d-cache, SQ patching can also be combined
with MSHR patching.
One possibility when combining the two mechanisms is to
partition the lines in the cache such that a subset are patched
with only one mechanism (e.g. µop cache patching) and the
remainder are patched only with the other mechanism (e.g.
MSHR patching). In our experiments, however, we were unable to find a partitioned configuration that performed significantly better than one in which we applied both mechanisms
to all lines. To combine approaches in the i-cache, lines that
are MSHR-patched upon insertion still send their fault pattern
to the front-end for tagging in the µop cache, even though
the data is read from the fault-free MSHR. On the d-cache
side, we adopt the same approach when adding patches to the
store queue. iPatch provides the maximum benefit when both
mechanisms are implemented in the i-cache and d-cache.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Fault model
iPatch provides performance and energy benefits when L1
SRAM cells fail at very low supply voltages, requiring portions
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cache. To enable this mechanism, we add an additional path
allowing the data cache MSHRs to write directly into the
store queue, as depicted in Figure 6. Cache replacements are
performed in the L1 as usual, except that patches are written
to the SQ from the fill buffer before the associated MSHR is
freed. Once the destination way is determined, the fault pattern
stored by the false hit logic is used to determine which SQ
entry-sized segments of the line must be inserted into the SQ
as patches.
When patch entries are inserted into the store queue, they
are marked as completed entries, which are, by definition, the
oldest “stores” relative to others in the queue. We add two extra
metadata bits to each store queue entry to facilitate resource
management. One of the extra bits is a “patch” bit, which
indicates that the entry is both a patch and has completed. The
second extra bit is a reference bit, which is set when the entry
forwards its data to a load. We use these two bits to determine
which entry to free (through invalidation) when a new SQ
entry needs to be allocated. In order of decreasing preference,
we prefer to free untouched/non-patch entries first, followed by
touched/non-patch, untouched/patch, and finally touched/patch
entries. If all patch entries have their reference bits set when
searching for a replacement candidate, all reference bits are
reset. Finally, if an older entry was a patch (according to its
“patch” bit) a newly-completed store to an overlapping address
inherits this status before the older entry removed. If no such
overlap exists when a store completes, we cannot know for
sure if it is a patch without checking the d-cache. In this case,
we avoid this check by simply assuming that the entry is not
a patch and removing it from the queue.
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Fig. 8: SRAM cell failure rate as a function of voltage for
32nm technology [19].
of the L1 to be disabled. To quantify the benefits of iPatch,
we simulate a number of processors with different faulty cell
locations according to the following fault model, which is
similar to the methodology used by previous work [5], [11].
Process variations randomly cause the threshold voltage to
vary across devices. Due to this effect, for a given chip, certain
cells will be predisposed to fail at low voltages. Furthermore,
for each chip, the same cells will be unreliable at each low
voltage point, with more cells failing at lower voltages. These
unreliable cells can be located through post-fabrication testing.
To simulate a given operating voltage, we first determined
the SRAM failure rate for that voltage using data from [19], as
shown in Figure 8. We then performed Monte Carlo simulations in which the failing L1 cells were randomly chosen based
on the cell failure rate for the voltage. For each fabricated chip
(and voltage) simulated, a random number was generated for
every L1 SRAM cell and compared to a threshold to determine
if the cell should be modeled as faulty. The faulty cells chosen
in this manner were considered to remain unreliable for all
benchmarks run on each simulated chip at a given voltage.
For functional correctness, our baseline (subblock-disable)
and iPatch disable all L1 subblocks containing one or more
unreliable cells. Because performance will vary somewhat
depending on fault locations, a number of fabricated chips
are simulated for each voltage/configuration by using different
random seeds to select different faulty cells. We implement the
L1 address remapping mechanism discussed in Section II-C
to significantly improve the performance predictability of the
chips simulated. We assume that other non-cache SRAM
elements like tags and buffers (e.g. SQ and MSHRs) are
implemented with more robust cells and are therefore fault
free. Because these structures are much smaller than caches,
switching to more robust 8T cells is relatively inexpensive. In
addition, multiported structures like the register file already
implement 8T cells to enable the extra ports.
B. Simulation infrastructure
To evaluate the performance and energy benefits of iPatch,
we used the gem5 simulator in conjunction with McPAT [20],
[21]. With gem5, we modeled a future high-end ARM processor, as detailed in Table I. We carefully sized all relevant
buffer structures (i.e. MSHRs and the store queue) to be

Category
OoO Core

Execution Units

Memory/
Caches

Configuration
Fetch/commit: 4-wide
Issue: 5-wide
Reorder buffer: 192 entries
Instruction queue: 54 entries
Physical registers: 160 INT/144 FP
Load queue: 64 entries
Store queue: 36 entries
Integer ALUs: 3 (1 cycle, 3 cycle multiply)
Memory: 2 (1 cycle AGU)
FP adder/multiplier: 2 (5 cycles)
FP div/square-root: 1 (10 cycles)
µop Cache: 32 set/8-way
L1 instr: 32 KB/8-way/4 MSHR, 3 cycles
L1 data: 32 KB/8-way/10 MSHR, 3 cycles
L2: 256 KB/8-way, 12 cycles
L3: 4 MB/16-way, 30 cycles
Memory latency: 30 ns

consistent with modern high-performance architectures such
as Intel’s Sandy Bridge. A sensitivity study showed nontrivial
performance impact from downsizing these buffers. Since
current ARM processors employ a decoded loop buffer to
save front-end power, we assume that future generations will
upgrade this loop buffer to a µop cache, as implemented in
many other high end designs from other vendors. We find that
our µop cache implementation achieves an 80% hit rate on
average. We also modified the store queue implementation to
model an unordered store queue that can complete and remove
stores out of order, thereby taking advantage of the ISA’s weak
memory ordering. We set the store-to-load forwarding latency
to match the L1 hit latency.
In addition, we modified the simulator to model a writethrough L1 cache. This configuration is useful in energyconscious designs, since it allows the core to quickly enter
a low-power state without flushing dirty data from the L1.
Likewise, when we update the L1 address mappings for the
performance predictability mechanism, we do not have to
write back dirty L1 data. We invalidate the L1 every 500,000
cycles so data can be remapped to different L1 sets using
a simple hash. This is infrequent enough to have negligible
performance impact. We also find that for the benchmarks
studied, using a write-through L1 has minimal performance
impact when compared to a write-back cache. Note that iPatch
would require little modification to work with a write-back
cache, as the subblock-disable implementation described in [5]
uses a write-back L1.
In our simulations, we modeled 8 subblocks per cache
line that can be individually disabled. No special false hit
management is required for writes, since all writes are sent
to the L2 by default. A read, however, can trigger a false hit
if it attempts to read data from a disabled subblock, requiring
data to be fetched from the L2. When the data is returned
from the L2, the line is invalidated in the L1 and written to
a new way selected by the replacement policy, as proposed
in [5]. Relocating the data to a line with a different fault pattern
reduces successive false hits due to repeated accesses.
To simulate voltage and frequency scaling, we generated
f (V ), a frequency scaling factor, by measuring frequency of

Numer of Lines

TABLE I: Simulator configuration
160
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Faulty Cells per Line

Fig. 9: Distribution of faulty cells across lines for a 32KB
cache with 64B lines and a 0.5% cell failure rate.

a 24-stage FO4 inverter chain across a range of V values while
simulating 32nm devices in HSPICE. We assumed a nominal
frequency of 3.3GHz for our simulated processor and scaled
this frequency using the trend observed in the HSPICE experiment to obtain a voltage/frequency curve for DVFS. McPAT
was used to compute power and energy consumption [21].
The execution core was configured to use 32nm low operating
power technology, while the L2 and L3 were set to use low
static power devices. To simulate DVFS, power was first
computed for each trial with McPAT configured for nominal
voltage and frequency. Dynamic power was scaled down from
the values reported by McPAT using the previously computed
f (V ) scaling factor. We used a dummy circuit modeled in
HSPICE to more accurately compute a l(V ), a leakage scaling
factor, than is possible with McPAT alone. The dummy circuit
for leakage current modeling consists of a large number gates
(INV: 50%, NAND: 30% and NOR: 20% effective widths)
where randomly selected input states are applied to each gate
with 1-4 inputs to measure the leakage power, as in [22].
We simulated a representative set of integer and floatingpoint SPEC2006 benchmarks [23]. The SimPoint tool was
used to select a section of 100 million instructions from each
benchmark when using the train input set [24]. For various
operating voltages, we simulated the subblock-disable scheme
as a baseline as well as various combinations of the iPatch
techniques. For the µop cache patching scheme, the patch
threshold was tuned for each operating voltage. For each
configuration and voltage, we simulated a total of 50 chips,
with each chip having different faulty cell locations. For all
of our results, we report the mean performance and energy
across these 50 chips. Thanks to the performance predictability
mechanism, we find that the true mean lies within ±2% of the
reported mean in the worst case.
C. Results
To evaluate the performance benefits of each iPatch technique, we simulated a relatively high cell failure rate of
0.5%. Figure 9 is example data from one of our Monte
Carlo experiments showing the number of failing cells per
line for a 32KB cache with 64-byte lines. At this failure rate,
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Fig. 10: Performance benefits of different iPatch techniques with a 0.5% cell failure rate in the L1 instruction cache. IPC is
normalized to the fault-free case.
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Fig. 11: Performance benefits of different iPatch techniques with a 0.5% cell failure rate in the L1 data cache. IPC is normalized
to the fault-free case.
enough subblocks must be disabled that performance using the
subblock-disable approach is significantly degraded.
Figure 10 shows the performance of the subblock-disable
scheme and various iPatch configurations when a 0.5% failure rate is simulated in the i-cache. All results shown are
normalized to the performance of the ideal case with no
failing cells. As shown, false hits reduce the performance
of the subblock-disable scheme by 11% percent on average.
Note that this performance degradation is significantly lower
than what it would be without the filtering provided by the
µop cache. A number of the benchmarks shown have only
negligible performance degradation with subblock-disable due
to their high µop cache hit rates, with performance degradation
for the others around 20-30%. Many of these fault-sensitive
benchmarks derive significant benefit from micro-op cache
(µC) patching. On its own, MSHR patching provides less
benefit than µC patching, since the i-cache does not have many
MSHRs. As shown, the combination of approaches reduces the
performance degradation to under 5% on average.
Figure 11 shows the analogous results for the d-cache.
Unlike the µop cache on the instruction side, the store queue
provides very little “built-in” patching for the d-cache when
simulating the subblock-disable scheme. This is because it
is a smaller structure and completed stores are removed by
default. As in the case of the i-cache, some benchmarks
like GemsFDTD and h264ref perform well with SQ patching
alone, while others like hmmer and soplex prefer the MSHR
approach. In all cases, the combined iPatch approach performs
best, though the benefit is not additive.

Figure 12 shows the results of simulating failing cells in
both the i-cache and d-cache. We compare the performance
of the subblock-disable scheme with a configuration that
combines all iPatch techniques. As shown, iPatch improves
performance over the subblock-disable approach by 11% on
average.
Figure 13 shows the energy of subblock-disable compared to
iPatch (all techniques) when failing cells are simulated in both
the i-cache and d-cache. Results for two different operating
voltages (and cell failure rates) are shown. At the lower cell
failure rate, subblock-disable performs well, and iPatch is not
needed, as shown. As the voltage is reduced and the cell failure
rate increases, the desired outcome is a reduction in both
power and energy. Power is reduced, but as shown, energy
consumption actually increases when using subblock-disable
due to the performance degradation caused by false hits. When
iPatch is enabled, however, this performance degradation is
significantly reduced, enabling energy savings despite the
higher cell failure rate.
Figure 14 details the voltage vs. energy curves for selected
benchmarks. The two curves for each application show the
energy consumption with subblock-disable and with iPatch. As
shown, iPatch extends the energy curve to allow continued savings at lower voltages. The subblock-disable curve, however,
turns upwards due to the extra energy consumption incurred by
longer execution times. Finally, Figure 15 shows the energydelay product for iPatch with a 0.5% cell failure rate. Since
iPatch provides both lower energy and execution time than
subblock-disable, EDP is reduced by 18% on average.
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Fig. 12: Performance comparison of the subblock-disable approach and iPatch when simulating a 0.5% cell failure rate in the
i-cache and d-cache.
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Fig. 14: Energy scaling curves for three benchmarks comparing subblock-disable and iPatch. iPatch allows further scaling.
One additional benefit of iPatch is a reduction in performance variation across chips. Table II shows the performance
variation and margin of error across all simulated chips for
each configuration at a 0.5% failure rate. To represent the
performance variation, we show the 3σ value as a percentage
deviation from the reported mean, where σ is the sample
standard deviation. For a normal distribution, this 3σ range
comprises 99.7% of all values. We also include the margin of
error for the 95% confidence interval. For all configurations
and benchmarks, we therefore have 95% confidence that the
true population mean is within ±2% of the reported mean.
Despite the reduction in performance deviation provided by
the L1 address remapping mechanism, some benchmarks
have higher performance variation across chips, with gromacs
having the highest at 16.5%. iPatch is able to reduce the
performance variation across chips by reducing the number
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Fig. 13: Energy consumption with subblock-disable and iPatch at different operating points. Subblock-disable performs well
with a 0.05% failure rate, but energy is not saved at the lower-voltage 0.5% point without iPatch.

Fig. 15: Energy-delay product for iPatch normalized to the
subblock-disable approach for a 0.5% failure rate. On average,
iPatch reduces EDP by 18%.
of false hits, since false hits are the cause of the variation. As
shown, with iPatch, the variation range for gromacs drops to
1.6%, which is a 90% improvement.
V. C ONCLUSION
Voltage scaling to save power and energy in modern processors is mainly limited by SRAM cells that fail at lower
voltages. Existing proposals to guarantee correctness at low
voltages can degrade performance, negating any energy savings. In this paper we propose iPatch, a noninvasive and
low overhead technique to mitigate the performance impact
of subblock disabling and thereby unlock additional energy
savings. The technique works by exploiting the natural information redundancy between L1 caches and structures like
MSHRs, store queues, and micro-op caches to avoid expensive

L2 accesses that hurt performance and energy. By relying
on existing components in the processor’s memory datapath,
iPatch requires no changes to performance- or latency-critical
structures or circuits. Instead, modifications to control and
replacement policies that are implemented off the critical
path are used to place memory subblocks in these existing
structures in order to occlude faulty blocks in the instruction
and data caches. Results show that iPatch enables energy
savings at high cell failure rates as well as an 18% average
reduction in EDP compared to prior work when 0.5% of
SRAM cells are failing.
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